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The scalar product dimension d(G) of a graph G is defined to be the minimum number m 
such that the vertices x of G can be represented by vectors 2 E R”’ with the property that xy is 
an edge of G iff Zj 2 t for some real threshold t. Graphs G with d(G) = 1 are characterized and 
d(G) is determined for a variety of graphs. The dimension is compared with the (related and 
well-known) threshold dimension. Two other variants (spherical and distance dimensions) are 
considered. Upper bounds for graphs with small maximum degree (or with small maximum 
degree of the complement) are established. 
Representation of graphs by vectors in Euclidean space appeared a fruitful tool 
for solving problems of graph theory. The general pattern is as follows. 
Given a graph G (finite, without loops and multiple edges), a representation of
G is a map that assigns to each vertex x of G a vector 13 E Rd such that two 
vertices X, y are joined in G if and only if Z and p satisfy some specified 
geometrical condition. 
Representations of graphs of this type have been considered by numerous 
authors cf. e.g. [2,4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 61: 
Perhaps the most celebrated result is due to Lovfisz [ 111 who solved a 
longstanding problem of Shannon using a representation of G = (V, E) with 
xy $ E implies 29 = 0 (Zy is the scalar product). 
Or, in [4], the authors uggest to study the dimension of a graph G = (V, E) as 
the minimum d such that G can be represented in Rd so that 
xy E E iff jlx - yll = 1. 
Recently Paturi and Simon [14] proposed to study the following problem. 
Given a bipartite graph G = (V, E) with bipartition V = {x1, . . . , x,} U 
IY It l l l 9 y,}, let 6(G) be the least d such that G can be represented in R” in a 
way that 
Xiyj E E iff fiyj > 0. 
In [l] it is proved that 6(G) < in(l + o(1)) for every 6, while 6(G) 2 $n for 
most G. 
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Such representation of graphs may also be motivated as follows [8]: a 
representation of a graph can be used to store a graph in a mpmory of a computer 
just by storing vectors f E R ‘. Then the test “xy E E?“” can be performed quickly 
if d is small enough and if the condition for $, y is easily verified. 
In the current paper, we mainly consider the representation of a graph 
G = (V, E) such that for some real threshold t, 
The scalar product ension d(G) is the minimum number d such that G admits 
such a representation i  Rd. This is related to the threshold dimension O(G) 
introduced by Chvatal and Hammer [3]. We recall basic results on threshold 
graphs (i.e. graphs G with O(G) = 1) in Section 1. We introduce generalized 
threshold graphs (i.e. G with d(G) = 1) in Section 2 and characterize them by 
means of forbidden subgraphs. 
In Section 3, some simple facts are derived. We prove that d(G) s O(G) which 
shows that our representation is in some sense more effective than the threshold 
one. We also prove that 6t(z Gj) s C I + 1 and d(G U G’) sd(G) + 1 
provided that G’ is a star or a clique. 
In Section 4, various simple examples are presented: d(G) is determined for 
G = c,, P,, tlK2, K,,. 
In Section 5 we deal with sphericity sph(G) which was considered in [12] and 
introduce spherical dimension sd(G). These are related to each other and to 
d(G). We also derive a lower bound for sd(G) and sph(G). 
Main results are exposed in Sections 6 and 7. Section 6 contains two theorems 
establishing upper bounds for the dimensions under consideration of graphs G 
with the prope~y that either G or its complement G has bounded ma~mum 
degree. The main question we could not decide upon is whether the upper bound 
for d(G) is independent of the number of vertices upposing that the maximum 
degree of G is bounded. 
In Section 7, we consider more advanced examples. We prove that, perhaps 
surprisingly, d(T) s 3 for all trees T. 
1.1. Following [3], a graph G = (V, E) is a ~h~e~hoZd graph if there exist a 
threshold function c : V --3 R and a threshold tE R such that, for every X, y E V, 
xfy. 
xyd5 iEc(x)+c(y)%. 
[3]. G = (V, E) is Q threshold graph iff it does not contain any of 
the graphs below as an induced sub~ruph (see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. 
1.3. In the following theorem, let G = (V, E) be a graph where non-isolated 
vertices have degrees d1 < dz C l l l < d,, Do is the set of isolated vertices and Di 
is the set of vertices of degree di (i = 1, . . . , m). 
Theorem [3]. G = (V, E) is a threshold graph iff for every x, y E V, x E Di, 
y E Dj, 
xyeE iff i+jam+l. 
Remark [3]. Each threshold graph is perfect. 
Remark [3]. The complement of a threshold graph is a threshold graph. 
2. Generabed threshold graphs 
2.1. The condition c(x) + c(y) 2 t characterizing edges xy E E of a threshold 
graph C = (V, E) is equivalent o c’(x). c’(y) 3 t’ where c’(x) = ec(x)(x E V) and 
t’ = et. Conversely, if we have c’ : V-R+, t’ E R+ (where R+ = {x E R 1 x > 0)) 
then the condition 
xy E E iff c’(x)c’(y) 2 t’ 
defines a threshold graph G = (V, E) which is characterized by 
c(x) = In c’(x), t = In t’. 
Passing from R+ to R, we obtain the following generalization of threshold graphs: 
Definition. G = (V, E) is a generalized threshold graph iff there exists a real 
valued labeling x -2 (x E V) and a threshold t E R such that for every x, y E V, 
xfy. 
xyeE iff@>t. ( ) * 
2.2. Thus threshold graphs are precisely those generalized threshold graphs that 
can be realized by a positive labeling and a positive threshold. The graph 2& 
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provides an example of a generalized threshold graph (cf. Proposition 2.3 below) 
that is not a threshold graph. 
Remark. If C = (V, E) is defined by (*) with all x and t non-negative then C is a 
threshold graph. 
Indeed, if t = 0 and 3 a 0 (x E V) then G is a complete graph which is a 
threshold graph. If t > 0 and x’ 36, redefinex’withZ=6by~=&whereE>Ois 
suflkiently small. 
2.3* ~~s~~~~. G = (VP E) is a ~ene~al~~ed thr shold graph if either 
(i) G is the disjoint union of two th~eshotd graphs GI = (&, El) and ?.Tk =
(V2P Ez) of= 
(ii) G is the union of two d~jo~t cliques on V,, V, and there exrjts a threshold 
graph (V, E’) such that xy E E ifs x f y and either x, y E VI, UP x,y E V,, or 
XE&, yEI+$aadxyEE’. 
Proof. Suppose (i) holds and let x +f (x E: IQ, ti > 0 realize Gi (in the sense of 
2.2), i = 1, 2, where 2 a 6 (x E V). It is easy to see that we may assume tl = t2 = t. 
Then the labeling x-2’ defined by 
X “‘=IF for XEVI, 
-I 
X =-jis for xEVz 
together with the threshold t realize G. 
Suppose (ii) holds. Let x +2 be the positive labeling and t > 0 the threshold 
realizing the implement of (V, E’), see 1.3,2.1. Then G is realized by x+l’, t’ 
where ~thout loss of generality, Zy # t for all x,y E V, x # y. Then G is realized 
byx-+I’, t’ where 
X -‘=Z forxfV1, x”= -E for xeV2, t’== -_t 
by a labeling x--+x* and a threshold t. Put 
V,={xEV~~a}, ~={xEVjAco}. 
First, let t > 0. Then there is no edge between VI and V2. The induced subgraph 
G1 = (VI, E,) is a threshold graph as the labeling is non-negative on V,. As for the 
iuduced subgraph G2 = (V,, E,), we use the non-negative labeling x --, -2 and the 
same threshold t; we infer that (i) holds. 
Second, let t s 0. Then VI, V2 are cliques and the non-negative labeling x --) 181 
together with the threshold Iti defines a threshold graph (V, E”) such that for 
x E VI, y E V2 we have xy E E iff xy $ EN. Thus (ii) is valid with (V, E’) the 
complement of (V, E”). This concludes the proof. Cl 
. Every ~e~eral~~ed threshold staph & perfect. 
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Proof. If G satisfies (i) of the preceding Proposi~on, then G is perfect being a 
disjoint union of two perfect graphs (see 1.4). If G satisfies (ii) of the preceding 
Proposition, then the complement G is bipartite and hence perfect and thus G is 
perfect, too. Cl 
2.5. Theorem. G = (V, E) i& a generalized threshold graph iff it does not contaira 
any of the foMowing graphs G,, . . l , Gil as an induced subgraph (see Fig. 2). 
I I I 
G 4 
G 3 
a n 
G 2 
T 
G 8 
n n,rro 
5 G 4 G, G 6 
G 9 G (0 G 44 
Fig. 2. 
E%&* It is not difkuh to verify that none of graphs G,, , l . , G,, is a generdiztxi 
threshold graph (consulting the preceding Pro~sitio~). TMS proves the 440nIy if’ 
pati of the T’heorem. Let G = (V, E) be a graph that is not a generalized 
threshold graph. 
A. First, suppose G has no isolated vertices. If G has at least three components 
then it contains G1. Let G have two components. By the preceding Proposition, 
one of them is not a threshold graph and then G contains G1 or Gz or G3 by 1.2. 
Hence, suppose G is connected in the rest of the part A of the proof. We 
consider two possibilities (a), (b) below. 
(a) V can be written as the union of two disjoint cliques on V,, V,. In view of 
the preceding pro~sition the graph 
G’= (V, E’), ~‘={~yJ~#y,x,yE~}U{xyIxE~,y~V2,xy~~} 
is not a threshold graph and hence G’ contains 2& or P3 or Cd. Then G contains 
G3* 
(b) G is not a union of two cliques. As G is not a threshold graph, it contains 
P3, 2& or C,+ As C4 = G3, it sufkes to consider cases I, II below. 
Case 1. G ~nta~s P3 on vertices a, b, c, d with end~ints a, d. 
Fig. 3. 
(1) Let there be v E V joined with precisely one vertex of P3 (see Fig. 3). Then 
G contains G4 or G5. 
(2) Let there be v E V joined with precisely two vertices of PS as in Fig. 4. 
Then G contains GS or G6 or GT. 
Fig. 4. 
(3) Let (l), (2) do not hold, i.e. all v E V with distance d(v, P3) from & equal 
to 1 are joined with vertices of PB in one of the ways depicted on Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5. 
(3,1) Let, in addition, there be w E V with d(w, P3) = 2. Then 6 contains one 
of the graphs of Fig. 6, and thus it contains G, or Gs. 
Fig. 6. 
(3,2) Let there be no w E V with d(w, P3) > 1. Put 
A={vEVIva,vbEE andvd$E}, 
B={vEV)vc,vdEEandva$E), 
C={vEV1va,vb,vc,vdEE}. 
(3,2, 1) Let one of sets A, B, C be not a clique. If A is not a clique then there 
are vl, v2 E A, vlv2 $ E and G contains one of the graphs of Fig. 7, and then it 
contains G5, G4 or G3, respectively. The case that B is not a clique is analogous. 
If C is not a clique then v l, v2 f C with v1v2 $ E yield G3 on vertices a, d, vl, v2. 
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(3,2,2) Let A&C be cliques. Define 
CA = {V EC 1 {v} UA is a clique}, 
CB= (v EC 1 {v} U B is a clique}, 
C= c-(C,UC& 
Now V = (A U CA U {a, b}) U (B U CB U {c, d}) U c is the union of three cliques. 
c is non-void for, by assumption, V is not a union of two cFiques. Similarly, A, 
B#fk Choose x&, a’EA, b’EB such that xa’$E, xb’t$E. Then G contains 
one of the graphs of Fig. 8, and hence it contains G4, Gd or G3, respectively. 
Fig. 8. 
Case 2. G contains 2K, (on vertices a, b, c, d with edges ab, cd E E) but does 
not contain P3. 
It follows that d(x, y) s 2 for all x,y E V; in particular d(b, c) = 2, i.e. there is 
x E V with bx, cx E E (see Fig. 9). Moreover, ax, u?x E E for otherwise a, b, x, c 
or b, x, c, d would form P3. Denote Y = { y E V 1 d( y, {a, b, c, d}) = 1). 
a Is c d 
Fig. 9. 
(1) Let some y E Y be joined to precisely one of the vertices a, b, c, 
Necessarily xy E E for otherwise G would contain P3. Then the subgraph 
vertices a, b, e, d, x, y is Gg. 
d. 
on 
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(2) Let every y E Y be joined to more than one of vertices a, b, c, d. Put 
A={y~vJay, WE, cy, dy$E}, 
B={y~Vby, by$E, cy, dyEE}, 
C={y~Vlay, bwy, 4-E). 
Then Y =A U B U C. Indeed, if contrary then we would have a y E Y joined to 
2& as in Fig. 10, and G would contain P3. 
Fig. 10. 
(2,1) Let one of the sets A, B, C be not a clique. 
If A is not a clique then there are yl, y2 E A, yly2 $ E and G contains the graph 
on Fig. 11, which contains G9, analogously for B. If C is not a clique, choose x1, 
x2 E C with x1x2 $ E. Then xl, x2, a, d form G3. 
a d 
Fig. II. 
(2,2) Let A, B, C be cliques. 
Observe that A U C is a clique, too, for yl E A, x1 f C with xlyl $ E would yield 
P3 on vertices yl, 6, x1, c. Thus Y U {a, b, c, d} is a union of two cliques 
A U C U {a, b}, B L;’ {c, d}. By assumption, G is not a union of two cliques and 
hence V - (Y U {a, 6, c, d}) Pd), i.e. there exists z E V with d(z, {a, b, c, d}) = 2. 
The shortest path from z to {a, 6, c, d} goes through some y E C or y E A U B and 
so G contains one of the graphs in Fig. 12, the former of which is GtO while the 
Fig. 12. 
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latter contains G,. This concludes the proof in case G has no isolated vertices 
and, of course, in case that the graph G’ obtained from G by deleting isolated 
vertices is not a generalized threshold graph. 
B. G has isolated vertices and G’ is a generalized threshold graph. Notice that 
adding isolated vertices to a threshold graph yields a threshold graph. Hence G’ 
is neither a threshold graph not a union of two threshold graphs. By Proposition 
1.2, and Proposition 2.3, G’ is a union of two cliques on VI, V, and G’ contains 
P3 or 2K2 (G’ cannot contain C4 being a generalized threshold graph). In the 
former case G contains Gz. In the latter case, choose a, 6, c, d fmming 2&, 
ab E E, cd E E. Necessarily a, b E VI, c, d E V, or conversely. Clearly VI U V, # 
{a, b, c, d} and we have, say, a vertex x E VI, x #a, 6 and G’ contains one of the 
graphs in Pig. 13. 
Fig. 13. 
Then G contains G2 or g;ll. The proof of the theorem is concluded. Cl 
3. Dimension of generaI graphs 
3.1. In [3], the threshold dimension 63(G) of a graph G = (V, E) is defined to be 
the minimum number r of threshold graphs (V, El), . . . , (V, Er) such that 
E =ukcl Ek. The trivial upper bound for 8(G) is n - 1, where n = IVl, for E is 
the union of s n - 1 stars. Another trivial observation is 
In general, it is no”r asy to determine 8(G). By [18] it is NP-complete to decide 
whether 8(G) s k for a ISxed k Z= 3. By [3], for triangle-free graphs G, 
8(G) = n - a(G) 
(where a(G) is the size of a largest independent set in G) which enables us to 
find 8(G) in some special cases: 
S(Q = [n/21 for n 3 4, @(P,) = [n/21 9 wml) = n 
(where K,,, is the complete bipartite graph on n + n vertices). Of course, 
threshold graphs are precisely those G with e(G) = 1; thus 8(Kn) = 1, 8(&J = 1. 
Notice that, following the definition of threshold graphs and its multiplicative 
reformulation 2.1, 8(G) is the minimum number 112 such that there exist a vector 
valued function f : V + R” and a vector 5 > 0 with f(x) > 0 (X E V) such that for 
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x, yd, xfy we have 
where * denotes the coordinatewise product and a C 6’ for vectors 5, 6 means 
(ir)i C (Qi for all coordinates (ii)$, (Q. 
3.2. We now consider eplacing x y by the usual scalar product @ and c’ by a rea! 
threshold t, admitting also negative values: 
A vector vtiued labeling x-,x’ (x E V) with values in Rd together 
with a threshold tE R is called a representution of a graph G = (V, E) in R* if for 
x,yEV,x#ywehave 
The scalar product dimension d(G) of a graph G is defined to be the minimum 
number d 3 1 such that G admits a representation i .rd. 
The assignment x-2 where -il” is the row of the vertex-edge incidence matrix of 
G corresponding to x, together with the threshold t = 1 provides the simpIest 
example of a representation of G (and hence the correctness of the definition of 
d(G)) as well as a trivial upper bound d(G) s n where n is the number of vertices 
(since the vectors 2 generate a subspace of dimension c n). 
3.3. A better upper bound for d(G) is established in the following theorem 
which, in addition, shows that the scalar product representation is, in a way, more 
efkient than the threshold one: it admits to represent more graphs using small 
dimensions. 
Theorem. d(G) s CS(G). 
Proof. Let G = (V, E), 63(G) = s, E = t-yk+ Ek where (V, Ek) are threshold 
graphs. Let V=D,“U.. . lJD& be the degree decomposition of (V, Ek), 
k=l , . . . , s (cf. 1.3). Recall that then for x, y E V, x # y, x E Df, y E Df, 
xylem iff i+jam,+l. 
Now we are going to construct a labeling x- 2 with values in RS. Put 
(Z)k = Mi-imk (k = 1, . . . , s) if x E 0;. 
where M > s is arbitrary. 
Let xy E E. Then xy E Ek for some k and x E Df, y E Df for some i, j, and 
i+jam,+l. Hence 
Let xy$E, x#y. For every k=l , . . . , s we have xy 6 Ek. Choose i, j with 
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ED;, YED;. Then i+j-mk<l, i.e. i+j-mkdh thus ($)k@)k= 
Mi+j-mk~ 1, hence 
This proves that our labeling together with the threshold t= M is a representation 
of G in R”, hence d(G) es. Cl 
Rentark. O(G) can be essentially bigger than d(G); e.g. d(C,J = 2 while 
8(Cn) --, + 00, see 4.1 below. Analogously for P, (4.2). 
3.4. An important case when d(G) is essentially smaller than 8(G) is G = Z: Gi, 
the disjoint union of graphs Gi. Notice e(C Gi) = C 8(Gi) provided that each Gj 
has at least one edge. 
Proposition. d(CF& Gi) s max~=l,_:.rn d(G) + 1. 
Proof. Let m = max+l,...,n d(G) + 1. For each of the graphs Gi = (V;:, Ei), 
consider a fixed representation x +R (x E F) in R” with a threshold tj such that 
the last coordinate of every 2 is 0. Consider m X m matrices 
l 
. 
0 0 
l 
sinuG 
n 
. 
CO2 
h i 
and vectors $ = (0, . . . , 0, VG) E R” where f > maxi ti will be specified later. 
Namely, we shall show that if t is sufficiently large then the assignment x -2, 
3 = A’(2 + Csii) for x E F, i=l n, 5 l l ’ 9 
deties a representation of z Gi in R” with the t~eshold t. Indeed, if x E K, 
yEI$then 
29 = [A’(2 + aJ][A’(y’ + Jj)] = (2 + %)TAiTA’@ + Jj) = (2 + di)=Ajmi@ + dj) 
-~&&p-i)R - 
n 
Q)m-l+ v(t - ti)(t - tj) COS (j - i)n l 
n 
Now if i=j thenZ”=@+t-ti; henceZ”at ilEjj+ and we havexyEE iff 
29 * t for x # y. If i #j then obviously lim,, Zj$ = cos(j - i)dn C 1; hence 
Z” C t for all xy $ E, x # y if t is sufficiently large. The proof is concluded. 0 
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l&u&t. The upper bound d(g GJ s maXi d(Gi) + 1 cannot be improved in 
general: d(&) = d(2K,) = 1 (see 2.3) but d(3&) > 1 (see 2.5). 
3.5. On the other hand we do not know whether in general d(V, U Ei) s 
11 d{V, Ei). Two special cases are covered by the two propositions below. 
propoSsition. Let G = (V, E), A c V and let KA be the cliqu(e orz A. Then 
d(C u KA) s d(G) + 1. 
Pro06 Let x -+Z (x E V) together with a threshold t be a representation of 6 in 
Rd. Define a new labeling x+x’ in Rd+l by 
$=&a) for XEA, 
Z=(E,O) for XEV-A, 
where a! > 0, (w2  max{t -29 1 x,y E A, x +y}. This defkres a representation of 
GuK,inRd+’ with the threshold t: 
Letx,yeA,xfy. Then@=ZJ+daZy+t-Zy=t. Otherwise%“=@and 
hence, for x #y, jty’ 3 t iff xy E E. This concludes the proof. Cl 
Proposition. Let G = (V, E), A c V and let S, be a complete star on A, i.e. 
S,=(A,S)whereS={ ax x 1 # as x E A) for some speci~ed a E A. Then 
d(G u SA) s d(G) + 1. 
Let x -2 together with a t~eshold t be a representation of G in Rd. Put 
6 = (ii, R), 
Z=(Z,j@, forrrEA, x#a, 
Z = (2, 0) otherwise, 
where O<E<min{t+~ lx,y EA, xfy, xy $ E} and 
Ra max{t--8: IyeA, Y +a)* 
We shall prove that this defines a representation of G U S, in Rd+’ with thres- 
hold t. 
Let xy be an edge in G USA. If xy E E then jEy’“@ at. If xy $ E then, say, 
x=a and thus Zjj=6y= lijj+Rfi~@+t--@=t. Let xy be not an edge in 
GUS,, xfy. Then~~~~y’+&<~~++-_~=t. •I 
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4, Easy examples 
4.1. Example. d(C,) = 2 for every n a 4. 
Proof. Let Xl, . l . , xm be vertices of C, with XiXj an edge iff i -j = k 1 (modn). 
For i = 1, . . . , n, vectors 
yield a representation of Cn in R2 with the threshold t= cos(21r/n) for 
Hence d(C,) G 2. The opposite inequality follows by 2.3. Cl 
Remark. O(C,,) = [n/21 by 3.1. 
4.2. Example. ~(~~) = 2 for every n a 4. 
Proof. d(P,J ~2 because Pm is an induced subgraph of Cn+2 and d(P,) a2 by 
2.4. el 
Remark, O(P,) = [3nl by 3.1. 
4.3. ExampIe. d(nK2) = 2 for n 2 3 (by 3.4, Proposition and Remark). Notice 
8(nK2) = n. 
4.4. Example. d(K,,,) = n for every n a 1. 
Proof. Let Km = (V, E) where V is the union of two disjoint sets V = 
1 Xl, . . ..x.pJ{Yl,.‘. ,y,) and E={xiBii,j=l,..., n}. We are going to 
prove that if K,, can be represented in Rd then K~,,-lI~,,_lI can be represented in
Rd-? From this and from the fact that d(&) = d(C4) = 2 we get 
d(Kn,) a n. 
Let &. . . ,lit&, . . . , j& together with a threshold t form a representation of
lu, in Rot We have 
y$j< t for i, j= I, . . . , n, i Zj, 
for i, j = 1, . . . , n. 
Set 
304 
(this is correct because .Z& <t and Z& 2 t imply 2, #J&). Let us consider the 
projections $i, yi of vectors & jii, i = 1, . . . , ~1, into the hyperplane 6.Z = 0. We 
have 
We shall show that they form a representation of K+lI(n_lI with the same 
threshold t. Indeed, for i C n we have 
and hence 
Z$j = Z&j - (pi) < t, 
f$j = yij;ii - (~~i)( @fi) < t* 
As the hyperplane i;oF = 0 is an (d - 1).dimensional subspace, the above may be 
transformed into a representation i Z?? We have proved d(K,,) 3 n. 
The opposite inequality is obtained by checking that the vectors 
Zi = (0, l * l ) 0, II + 190, l l l 9 0) E R” (with n + k at the ith coordinate) 
yi=(l, 1, m tm 3 I)ER" 
provide a representation of K,, with t = 12 + 1. U 
Remark [3]. O(K& = n. 
5. Spheriad tension and distance pension 
. Given a graph G, the spherical dimension sd(G) of G is defined to be the 
minimum number m such that G admits a representation i R” (as in 3.2) such 
that all vectors Z representing vertices x are unit, i.e. IlZll= 1. Such a 
representation is called sp~er~~ul. 
Every graph has such a representation: for regular graphs, the incidence matrix 
representation mentioned in 3.2 is essentially spherical and every graph is an 
induced subgraph of some regular one. Notice that sd(C) Z= d(G) in general. For 
G = C,, P,, n& we have sd(G) = d(G) (see proofs of 4.1,4.2,4.3). As we shall 
see below, sd(G) >> d(G) for some graphs G and sd(G) is incomparable with 
O(G)* 
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5.2. The spherical dimension sd(G) is closely related to the sphericity sph(G), 
which was defined by Maehara [12] to be the minimum number m such that there 
exist a labeling x-,lF of G by vectors 2 E R” and a threshold p with the property 
that for x # y we have 
Such a representation is called a distance representation of G. 
5.3. Theorem. sd(G) - 1 s sph(G) < sd(G) 
Proof. Suppose G = (V, E) admits a spherical representation XI 2 in Rd with 
some threshold t where (w.1.o.g.) t s 1. Then the same vectors 2 form a distance 
representation of G with p = qm. Indeed, 112 -j]l* = llRll* + ]ljjll* - 2@ = 
2(1 -Zy), hence Zjj 3 t iff IlZ -pII s a-). Thus sd(G) 2 sph(G). 
On the other hand, let the vectors Z form a distance representation of G with a 
threshold p. In particular, 112 - 9 II* > p* for all x, y E V, x # y, xy $ E. Hence 
there exists E > 0 such that 
IlZ-~ll*~p*+S~* for x, yeV, x#y, xy$E. 
We may suppose E < 1. Also, w.1.o.g. we have lIZI < 1(x E V). 
Note that 
l-a/2-a*s(l-a)kl-ff 2 for a E [0, 11. 
Put x’ = (ti, (1 - lltill*)t) E Rd+’ (x E V). We shall prove that this defines a 
spherical representation of G with the threshold t = 1 - &*p*) - 2~~, this will 
conclude the proof of the inequality sd(G) - 1s sphjG). 
Let xy E E. Then 
2y = &*ijj + (1 - ~~ti~~*)‘(l- IIEyll*)t 
s&*fJ+ l-7- 
( 
11~112 &’ 4 1 II II )( 
ll~Yl12 E- 4 --- 
2 II Yll ) 
>E*jy+l-2--- IElI 11~~112 IIEx’l14 _ IlEYl14 
2 
= 1 - E2. IIf -111*_ pq14 _ llEjjl14 
2 
E2P2 
>l_-_ 
2 
2E4 
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Letx, yEV, x#y, xy$E. Then 
$9 = &*zy + (1- 1jEqj*)ql - ll&jql*)a 
s&y+(l_~)(l_~) 
11412 =1+&p-_-- 11611*+ E4 11412 llYl12 
2 4 
= - , 
.A 
&* Ilx -Y II2 + E4 11412 IIY II*, 1 
2 ’ 4 
. - E2(P2 +se”) + &* 
2 4 
Cl -584 0 
Remaek. Let S, denotes a star on IZ + 1 
while sd(Q = sph(C3) = 1. 
vertices. Then sd(S,) - 1 = sph(S,) = 2 
5.4. The only examples of graphs G for 
those containing an induced K,,. As for 
larger variety of examples. 
which we know that d(G) is large are 
sd(G), the following theorem yields a 
Theorem. Let G be a connected graph with a maximal independent set of size 
cu(G) and with radius r(G). Then 
(Throughout this paper, log means the logarithm with base 2.) 
Proof. Let us consider a distance representation x +IE: of G in Rd with a 
threshold p. Construct balls with radius ip and centres X where x runs over a 
maximal independent set. These balls are pairwise disjoint. As the radius of G is 
r(G), they are contained in a ball with radius (r(G) + 4)~. Comparing volumes 
we get 
((r(G) + 3)~)~ 2 a ( 0 G) f d, 
hence 
d> log a(G) r~ 
/-- 
log (2r(G j f 1) l 
. Let T, be a binary tree with n + 1 levels and 2” leaves. Then 
sd(T,) z= n 
log (2n + l)* O”’ 
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Notice that d( T,) = 3, see 7.1. A representation of T, realizing d( T,) = 3 can be 
accomplished to be “almost spherical” in the sense that 1 s j]Zjj s 1 + E for all 
vertices x and for a given E > 0. 
5.6. Remark. sd( G) is incomparable with 8(G): for n > 5 
sd(S,,) G $> 1= 8(&J, 
sd(C,,) = 2 < ; = O(C,,). 
H 
6. Upper boands 
The next result was conjectured by Frankl (private communication). It extends 
(with a larger constant) a theorem of Maehara [12], who assumed that G is a tree 
of bounded degree. 
6.1. Theorem. Let G = (V, E) be a graph on n vertices with maximum degree d. 
Then 
sd(G) s 16(d + 1)3 In (8n(d + 1)) 
Proof. Suppose d > 0 (the case d = 0 is trivial). 
1. Let S be the unit sphere in Rm+2 where m = [16(d + 1)2 In (7n(d + 1))l s 
16(d + 1)2 In (84d + 1)) - 2. Set t = l/2(6 + 1) and let A be a maximal family of 
vectors on S, such that 129 J < t if 2 # jj and Z, jj E A. For X0 E S put 
I&(t) = (2 E s, Ix&J 3 t} 
Then for (m + I)-dimensional measure ~1 on S we have 
; (1 - t2y2 
s 
t2 ml2 
fb-z) 
s- :(l- 
=2z(d + l)[(l -~)zc2]~2’4~ 2n(d + 1) exp( - In 7n(d + 1)) 
=w+ I)< 1 
7n(d+l) n 
Because of maximality of A for any Z E S there is & E A with 2 E &(t) and hence 
IAl an. 
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2. Let G = (V, E) be a graph on n vertices with maximum degree d. By p, 171, 
G is a union (V, U fzi Ei) where Ei are matchings. For every i = 1, . . . , d + 1 
and x E V choose Z1 E A in such a way that 
Xi=yi iff Xy E Ei or X=y. 
Put 
Z = (l/j&& . . . , &+l) E Rk, where 
k = (d + l)(m + 2) c 16(d + 1)3 In (8n(d + 1)). 
If luy E E then xy E Ej for some j. Then Zjjjj = 1, and 
If XY $ E, x # y, then E$i < t for every i and 
This proves that vectors x’ form a spherical representation of G in Rk with the 
threshold t. 0 
Corollary. For the binary tree T, (cf. 5.5) we have 
n 
log2n+l 
e sd( T,) s 1024(n + 5). 
The upper bound of this corollary may be further improved. Let Qn be the graph 
of the n-dimensional cube, i.e. the vertices of Qn are all O-l sequences of length 
n, two of them forming an edge if they differ in only one position. 
Let us mention that Frankl and Maehara [6] proved 
-=<sd(Q,,)<= 
log n log n’ 
Since the binary tree T, is an induced subgraph of Q2, (cf. [ 131) it follows 
sd(T,) C 2c&log 2n, i.e. sd(T,) = @(n/log n). 
6.2. The dimensions d(G), sd(G) appear to be bounded for graphs G for which 
the complement G has bounded maximum degree: 
eore . Let G be a Rraph such that the complement c has maximum degree d. 
Then 
d(G) s sd(G) < 4d log(8d). 
Before we give the proof of the theorem, we shall state two auxiliary lemmas; 
the former is a consequence of a result of Lovasz [lo]. 
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Lemma 1, Let G = (V, E) be a graph with ~i~~~ degree at most d. Let dI, dz 
be positive integers, dI + dz = d - 1. Then there exists a partition V = V, U Vz such 
that the ~~i~~~ degree of the induced s~bgr~ph 512 I$ is at most di for i = I,2 
Lemma 2, Let B = (VI U V& E) be a ~ip~r~te graph with aide degree 
d, V~={G,...A), V~={YI , . . . , y,,}. Then there exists a labeling 
(i=l,. . . ,u), yi-+ji- (j=L-, U) by vectors ,Fi, A E R4d+2 swh that 
/fill (i=l,..., U,j==l,...,+~d 
Xiyj E E iff Z$j C 0 and XiYi $ E ifl Z#j > 0. 
proof. Consider vectors 
IFi = (1, i, i2, . . . , P, 1, gip Ejf, . - . , (SF) 
fori=l,..., uwhere&Hj2>- > & are chosen so that 
II&II = 115211 = l * l = lI%ll* 
at ~5st 
Xi-i& 
II II gi = 
Foreveryj=l,..., II choose two polynomials aj(t), b’(t) of degree 2d such that 
aj(i) c 0 and S,(&) < 0 if XiYj E: E, 
&j(i) >O and @j(gi) > if XiYj $ Em 
The coefficients of aj and @j form a vector jj E R4d+2 such that Ziyi = &j(i) + fpi(gi). 
Without loss of generality we may assume l&II = Ily21[ = l l l = lljf!II = llx’lll. 
Now, we are ready to give the proof of Theorem. For the sake of this proof, let 
us call a representation x ---) f of a graph G sharp if its threshold is 0, all f lie on a 
sphere and @ > 0 for all edges xy. 
Denote by g(d) the minimum dimension m such that every graph G whose 
complement C has m~imum degree s d admits a sharp representation i  Rm. 
We are going to prove that independently of n, 
g(d) s 4d + 2 + 2g( kd/2J), g(0) = 1. 
This clearly implies g(d) s 4dJog@d). 
obviously g(0) = 1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph on 6n vertices uch that e has 
maximum degree Ed. Then Lemma 1 yields a partition V = VI U V2 VI = 
( Xl, -*A}, v,={y,,*.*, yV} such that the implement Gi of the induced 
subgraphs Gi on G on 6 have maximum degree s lid]. By recursion assumption 
we have sharp representations 
Xi+ZiiERrn (i=l,...,u) 
Yj-*A E R” (j = 1, . . . , V), 
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of G1 and G2 respectively where m = g( [idj). We may assume 
IZ&fjl > 1 (i, j=l,. . . , u, i#j) 
(1) 
lYiYjl>l (i, j=l, . . . , v, ifj) 
!lZill = I&II (i = 1, . . . , U, j = I, . . . , V). 
All non-edges xiyj of G constitute a bipartite graph with maximum degree c d. 
Then Lemma 2 yields vectors Zi (i = 1, . . . , u), 5 (j = 1, . . . , v) in R4d+2 such 
that 
Z#j > 0 for XiYj E E 
and 
Ziyj < 0 for Xiyj $ E. 
We may assume 
(2) IlZill=Il~ll<l for ail i=l,..., u and j=l,. ..,v. 
Set .x: = (Zi, 6, Zi) E Rk i = 1, . . . , u 
YT=uj,yj,O)ERk j=l,...,v 
where 0 denotes the zer3 vector in R” and k = 4d + 2 + 2m. It is routine to verify 
that vectors xi*, y; form a sharp representation of G using (l), (2). The proof is 
concluded. 0 
7. The exati dimension of trees and complements of cycles 
7.1. Dimension of trees. We are going to determine completely d(T) for T a 
tree. 
Example. d(Ht) = 2 for every n 2 4 where Hf: is the tree in Fig. 14. 
Fig. 14. 
Proof. d(H:) 3 2 by 2.5. As for the opposite inequality, consider the subgraph on 
vertices xi as a s*rbgraph of C, +1. In 4.1, we presented a representation Xiof CR+1 
in R2 with a certain threshold t > 0 such that llXill= 1 for every i, ZiZj = t C 1 for 
every edge XiXj. Extending this representation by putting j$ = tii, we obviously 
obtain a representation of Hz. Cl 
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Example. For the tree G (cf. Fig. 15), d(To) = 3. 
Fig. 15. 
Pxoof. It is easy to check that vectors 
z = (0, 0, l), ~~=(~,O,~), ~*=(~,~,~~), 
( 
-ti v5ti 
) ( 
fi 
gS= - -- - 
4’ 4’2’ 
jG=(LO,O), j5= -1/2,2’0 , > 
Y3 = ( ti -l/2, -2’0 > 
form a representation of G with t = fti. Hence d(T,) G 3. Suppose d(G) s 2 and 
consider a representation x -+1F in R2 with a threshold t to derive a contradiction. 
We have 
(1) t>o* 
Indeed, if t<O then Z, JQ y2, j& are 4 vectors in R2 with pairwise negative 
scalar product which is impossible. In what follows, we may and shall assume 
t= I. 
(2) Z1, Z2, g3 form a triangle. 
In fact, otherwise one of these vectors would be a convex ~rnb~a~on of the 
others, say 2, =ti2+(1-&)Z3 where a~(O,l). Then l~&y’~=a33~,+(1- 
LY)Z~&_ < or + (1 - LY) = 1, a contradiction. 
Denote T the triangle Zln’&3, i.e. 
i cu&,t~~~(O, l), i a;=+ 
i=l i=l 
(3) &T. 
Indeed, a= a& + au2Z2 + cu3f3 for some Clri as above implies ii = (ar& + 
0!#2 + a3Z3)Z wY,+1lyIL+ty?I= 1. 
Thus, we may assume that 0 E w U B (see Fig. 16) where A, B are the folIowing 
domains and A, B respectively their closures. 
(4) O$B, i.e. 0Gi. 
In fact, otherwise there would exist K > 1 and Q E (0,l) with til + (l- 
LY)$~ = KS3. Then 1 > [tia + (1 - a&E3 = KZ3jf3 > 1, a contradiction. 
Consider the foIlowing domains C, I) (Fig. 17). 
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Fig. 16. Fig. 17. 
Then, without loss of generality, j& E T U A U c U I). 
(5) MA. 
Indeed, j& E A implies lnFl + (1 - a)J, = /3& + (1 - /3)& for some cu, /T? E (0,l) 
(see Fig. 18). Moreover, Z& 2 1 and thus either llZ1ll 2 1 or &II 3 1, say 
~~Z1~~ 2 1. Then 1 s tif + (1 - @j&Z1 = &Z1 + (1 - /3)Z3Z1 < 1, a contradiction. 
Fig. 18. 
(6) ji, $ c u T 
Suppose y1 E c U T. 
Fig. 19). 
Then for some tY, KE (0, 1) (cf. 
G 
Fig. 19. 
Hence we infer that 12 K > K&Z = cy&Z + (1 - a&Z 2 1, a contradiction. 
(7) Yl e 6. 
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In fact, otherwise K& = til + (1 - ar)j+ for some K 3 1, 4x E (0,l) (cf. Fig_ 
20). Then 1 S KZ& = f til + (1 - cy)j#3 < 1, a contradiction. All possibilities 
led to contradiction, the proof is concluded. 
Fig. 20. 
Remark. Let t be a subtree of some Hz. If t is a star or T = P3 then I = 1; 
otherwise d(T) = 2. (Proof. If T is neither a star nor P3 then T contains GS of 
2.5.) I 
Theorem. d(T) = 3 for all trees T except for subtrees of the HFs. 
Proof. Let T be any tree. We shall prove d(T) s 3; then the theorem follows as, 
obviously, either T is a subtree of some Ht or T contains TO. 
We may represent T as a rooted tree with levels LO, L1 . . . , L, where LO 
consists of the root only. We snall proceed by indu~ion on it. We have the 
following induction assumption: 
For every tree with levels E,, . l . , L, there is a representa.tion x -+i in R3 with 
the threshold t = I sd that 
(* ) For every leaf s E L, and his father f E L,+ 
rlsll = 1, $=I, f#s. 
Initial step of induction. Let 12 = 1. For r the root put f = (I?, 0, 1 + e) where 
E > 0 and represent vertices of E L1 by pairwise distinct unit vectors of the fc)rm 
D =(4x, /3, l/(1 + E)). 
Induction step. Let T be a tree with levels LO, . . . , L,+l. Using the induction 
assumption for the tree T with levels LO, . . . , L,, we have a representation x +R 
of T with the threshold 1 and with ( * ) above fulfilled. Let f E L,, let sl, l . l , sk 
be the sons off (if any) and let g be the father of fi For a > 0 put 
(1) 
This is correct because [f + a(f - g)]f = 1 and hence @ + o/(p - g)l] # 0, 
jq*o. &en 
(2) llS;yI] = 1, s$* = 1, Sr#pO 
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Observe also that gT = 1, f Zg, Irll= 1 implies 
(3) gz> I.. 
Put P,=fjqjp= 1). Denote by S the unit sphere in R3. We have gr E P, n S. 
As fy =f2/(T;r’“)” >1 holds, we get that Pbl meets S in infinitely many points.’ 
Choose pairwise distinct vectors S,q . . . , 3: E P, n S - {S;l) which are sufficiently 
close to Sr, Sicily, such that 
(4) C(V -s’~g]<l-[1+&L(~2-1)]-$ j=2,...,k 
which is possible, c.f. (3). To simplify the notation, put 
x x -(Y= - 
for the rem~g vertices of T, i.e. for x E LOU m 0 l U L,_, and for x E L, not 
having sons. 
We are going to prove that for LY >O sticiently small, vectors f” form a 
representation of T in R3 with the threshold 1. First, observe 
(5) 9 za=z (XEL&J-UL,) 
+ 
(6) 3 S”=f if s EL,+1 and f is the father of s. (For s = sl, the first son of 
fi see the ;tefinition of 5:; for s # sl, see (4)). 
(7) Let s E &a+1 and let f be the father of s. Then By = 1 (by the definition of 
5r above). 
(8) Let s E L,,, aud x #$ Theu SY < 1 for sufficiently small or > 0. 
Indeed, if x is a brother of s then Za, S” are, by de~tion, distinct unit vectors, 
hence Saga< 1. If x E L,+l but fathers f and f’ of s and x respectively are distinct 
then, by (6), lim,, gaZa=f- f’ < I . Hence s’“Z” < I for sufficiently small LY > 0. 
Let x = g be the grandfather of s. First, suppose s = sl; we have 
Hence 
= [l + lu2(s2 - l)]“i. 
(9) s’fjj = [l + cu”(g” - l)]-i c 1, by virtue of (3). Second, lets = si, j + 1. Then, 
using (4), (8), we have 
qga = (q -~~g+~~g<1-[1+&Q~-1)]-~+[1+~@*-1)]-~=1. 
Finally, if x E Lo U l - l U L, - {f, g} then, by (3), (6), I&++ S*g” =fi < 1 
and hence S*P’ < 1 for sufficiently small Q! > 0, 
(10) Let f E L, have sons and let g be the father of fi Then fagp 3 1. Indeed, 
faga=f% j& ji? =‘= Id + #(f -9)11= [l + a?@“- l)]! > 1. 
a In a circle as a matter of fact. 
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(11) Let f E L, have sons and let x E LO U 9 l l U t, be not the father of fi Then 
j?P < 1 for sufficiently small cy. 
IIn fact, hm,o+ j%“=j% e 1, (cf. 5). 
The proof that vectors 2” form a representation of T (if a! is sufficiently small) 
is concluded because for all couples x, y of vertices of T which are not covered by 
claims (7).(11) above we have a”=Z, gcr = jL This repre~nta~on fulGls 
(1) : Ils’“ll = 1 for s E L n+l by the construction and S-qfq = 1 by (7). This completes 
the induction step. tl 
7.2. We defined the dimension d(G) by means of the condition “xy E E i8F 
xy 2 P. Tfie opposite sequin leads to study the d~ension of implement of 
graphs which may differ considerably (e.g. d(K,,) = n while d(RM = 1). In 
Section 4, we showed that Ir(C,J = 2 for ah n a 4. The dete~ation of d(c,J is 
much less trivial: 
Example (a) d(c%+,) = 2 for every rz 3 2, 
d(c3) = 1, 
(b) d&J = 3 for every n ~4, 
d(c6) = 2, d(c4) = 1. 
Proof Of (a). IA ~1,. . . , _y~n+l be vertices of cb+l; Xix] is an edge iff 
i-jr flmod(2n+l)foriZj. Put 
2-z ms- I ( 2mi 2mi 2-t + 1’ sin2n+1 - ER2 fori=l,...Jni-1. > 
We are going to prove that these vectors form a representation of cti.+* with the 
threshold t= cos (2n(n - 11)/h + 1). We have 
2&j 
= coszJcn(i -1) 2n+1 (i,j=l,...,2n+l) 
Observe that 
23rk 
cos2n 
2n(n - 1) 2JrI2 
- + l%os 2n + 1 
= cos 2Mn + 2) < cos 
2ntl 2n + 1 
fork=0 ,..., n-l,h=n+2 ,..., 2nand 
2nrl 
cos2n+1ccos 
2n(n - 1) 
2n + 1 
> cos 2JM + 1) 
2n+l - 
Thus Z$jCr iff n(i-j)=nmod@z+l) or n(i_j)=(n+l)mod(2n+l) and 
this takes place iff i - j = Z&E 1 mod (212 + 1). This completes the proof. q 
f of (ID). Clearly d(C,) = 1 (see 2.9, d(C,) = 2; the representation exhibiting 
this equality is depicted in Fig. 21. 
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Fig. 21. 
Now let n 3 4. We use the notation as in (a); the addition of indices below is 
meant mod 2~2. 
I. d(&) s 3. 
In fact, put 
-- xi - - i ( 1)( 
. . 
c*s E, sin E 
n 
n,l ER3(i=1,...,2n), 
) 
t =-l-COSZ, 
A,=&,fj-t (i,j=l,. . . ,2n, i#j). 
We shah prove that for i #j, 
(1) A,>Oifi-jf AA, 
(2) A,=Oifi-j= kl. 
This shows that vectors ii form a representation of (??& with a threshold t + E 
where E > 0 is sufficiently small. 
We have 
A, = - i+j (-0s ( 1) [ 
n(i -j) 
n 
+l]+(l+cos~). 
Thus, for i + j even, A, > 0. Let i + j be odd. Then 
n(i - j) 
Av=cosz-cos n ,2sinnfi~~-1)sin~(i;~+1). 
Without loss of generality, let i > j. Then 1 s i -j s 2n - 1, hence 
(*) o~“(i;ll-l)<Jq ccn(i-j+l)__n 
2n -* 
Now, if 
,=n(W-0 
2n 
or rt(i-j+l)= 
2n nG, 
i.e. if i -j = 1 or i = 2n, j = 1, we have A, = 0, hence (2) holds. Otherwise the 
inequalities in ( * ) are sharp and then A, > 0 which proves (1). The proof of I is 
included. 
II.d(&) 2 3 for n 3 4. 
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Suppose the contrary. Then & 
threshold t. Consider the segments 
has a representation Xl,. . . ,&,+R2 with a 
~i={~i+2+(l_LY)~iILYE(O,l)}, i=2,4 ,..., 2n. 
Their sum @ is a closed curve in R2. 
Claim 1. The curve @ is simple (i.e. it is a boundary of a polygon). 
Proof. In fact, first consider @i, Gi which are neighbours, i.e. i = j f. 2, say 
i = j + 2. Then we have to prove that 3i is the only common point of @i and @j. 
TO this end, suppose the contrary. Then either Xi-2 E @i or xi+2 E @i-2. We 
restrict ourselves to the former case; the latter is analogous. We have 
Zi-_2 = tii+2 +(l-cW)ls, for some CUE (0,l). 
It follows 
_ - 
Xi-2Xi+l= tii+#i+l + (1 - &)ZiZi+l. 
As xi+2G+l, xiXi+l are not edges of C & the right hand side is <cut + (1 - cu)t = t. 
On the other hand, n > 2 and so xi_2xi+l is an edge in &, hence the left .hand 
side is 2 t, a contradiction. 
Second, let @i, @j be no neighbours, i.e. i # j f: 2 mod2n, i # j. We have to 
prove @i n @j = 8. if contrary, there exist &, /3 E (0, i) -F&h 
tii+2 + (1 - cU)Zi = /%j+2 + (1 - fl)Zji 
Mi+2Zi+l +(l- 1y)Zi3i+l= @j+#i+, + (l- ~)ZjZi+,. 
As i #j f 2, the right hand side is Z= /k +- (1 - @)t = d while the left hand side is 
<d + (1 - au)? = t, a contradiction c! 
CIaim 2. The zero vector 6 lies in the interior of @. 
Proof. Case t < 0. Suppose the contrary. Then there are i, j E {2,4, . . . ,2ra), 
ii E @i, ii E @j, C E (0, 1) such that cii = 3. As n > 3, i, j can be found such that, in 
addition, i #j rf: 2 mod 2nThus we have cu, /I E (0,l) with 
(*) C[tii+z+(l- cU)Zi]= @j+2+(1-~)zja 
Then 
C[di+Zij+l + Ci - cU)ZiZj+l]=@j+2Zj+* +(l- p)ijfj+l* 
As i # j f: 2, the left hand side is 3 c[ cwt + (l- a)t] = ct while the right hand side 
is <fit + (1 - /3)t = t. Then ct c t, i.e. (1 - c)t > 0 which is impossible for t c 0, 
ccl. Cl 
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Cme t > 0. We proceed analogously, multiplying ( * ) by Zi+l to get ct > t which 
is again impossible for c E (0, l), t > 0. 
CIaim 3. Let t s 0. For every k odd, Zk lies in the interior of Qlz. 
IproolF, We use Claim 2. Consider the segment (0, &) (note & # 0) and suppose 
it meets @. We have c E (0,l) and i even with 
Thus we have 
The right hand side is <cut + (1 - cw)t = t G 0. Then the left hand side is 6 0, too, 
and hence k #i + 1. Thus XGi+l is an edge of c& and the left hand side isact. 
We infer that ct < t, i.e. (1 - c)t > 0 which is impossible. Cl 
Now, we are ready to finish the proof of II. 
First, let t s 0. By Claim 3, RI, &, . . . , Za--l are in the interior of the polygon 
spanned by &, &, . . . ,& By symmetry, &, &, . . o , 2% are in the interior of 
the polygon spanned by Z1, RJ, . . . , ifzn_-l. This is clearly ~~~ible* 
Second, let t > 0. We know (Claim 2) that 0 is in the interior of @. Then the 
line &Si, where j E {2,4, . . . ,2n} is arbitrary, meets ome ‘pi in some 3 E Qii such 
that xi $ G+ and such that 0 lies in between 6 and Zi. Then we have c < 0 and 
CYE (0,l) with 
- CEj=aXi+2 + (1 - a)Zi. 
Thus 
As x~+~+, Xi+ are edges of &, the right hand side is 3 d + (1 - tu)t = d > 0 
while the left hand side is negative, a contradiction. 0 
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